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Reviews
Peter S. Petersen's Memoirs. Edited by John W . Nielsen. Blair,
Nebraska: Lur Publications, 2003. Illustrations, introduction to the
Danish Edition by Karsten Kjer Michaelsen, introduction to the
English Edition by John W. Nielsen, index of places, index of people.
Pp. xii, 248. $27.50 softbound.
Written in the 1930s, Petersen, in his memoirs, tells the story of his
life beginning with his childhood in Denmark in the 1860s and
concludes in the 1890s when he married and became a settled citizen
in Dannebrog, Nebraska. He is best known for his decade-long
service as postmaster in Dannebrog and publisher of the Dannebrog
News. But instead of telling about his career as postmaster and
publisher, he relates, in great detail, events from his youth, his
various jobs, his travels from place to place as his work directed him,
and incidents that he witnessed. Nevertheless, his story is an
important document in Danish American immigrant history,
because it not only tells how he found his place in America, but also
includes his frequent references to other Danish Americans, and his
observations about a significant Danish settlement in Nebraska.
Considering the extensive gap between the events and his writing,
one can only be impressed with Petersen's memory for names and
details.
The original handwritten manuscript of Petersen's memoirs is
located in the Nebraska State Historical Society and was uncovered
in 1995 by researchers from the Odense City Museum as they
prepared an exhibition on "Danes on the Prairies." These Danes then
translated Petersen's lengthy manuscript into Danish and published
a condensed version. As the importance of the memoirs became
evident in the United States, John W. Nielsen edited the original
English manuscript and published it as one of Dana College's Lur
Publications.
P. S. Petersen's father, Jens Petersen, owned fifteen acres on
Jutland, and in 1872, when Peter was ten years old, decided to
migrate to United States. His motivation for migration was similar to
that of many Danes in that he wanted to leave more than his little
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plot of land to his children. Even though 1872 was a year during the
early surge of Danish migration, others from Petersen's community
had already departed. Like many other Danes the family traveled to
Hamburg and after crossing the Atlantic on a ship of the German
American Line disembarked at Castle Garden. From there they
boarded a train to Chicago and found a home in the Danish
community on Milwaukee Avenue. But after a short stay in the city,
they again boarded the train for Nebraska to acquire some land
promised in the Homestead Act. The train took them as far as Grand
Island, and from there they traveled to Dannebrog by an ox-drawn
wagon.
Not only did Petersen's journey to America fit the pattern of other
Danish immigrants, his experiences as a young man also illustrate or
support many generalizations about Danish Americans. One of these
issues relates to the rapid assimilation and widespread use of
English by Danes. Petersen himself, with limited schooling, learned
English readily and became so proficient that he edited and
published his newspaper in English and even felt more comfortable
with English when writing his memoirs. One agent in his
assimilation process was his search for employment. When he was
twelve, rather than remaining on his father's farm, he left home to
work on neighboring farms in return for a small stipend plus room
and board. As he grew older he engaged in seasonal agricultural
work and digging wells in the community. And finally he traveled
throughout Nebraska and Wyoming working on the railroad, in
stores, and on ranches. Other Danes also became part of this large
mobile work force, and as Petersen traveled he constantly
encountered Danes, both male and female, working in all manner of
occupations. English was the common denominator and quickly
became a second language for many Danes.
In addition to illustrating his rapid assimilation, the memoirs also
refer to institutions of cultural retention such as the Danish
Brotherhood, the Danish church, and Danish newspapers. These
institutions provided some cohesion for the community and a
touchstone with the old country. The Dannebrog Danes continued
their contact with their relatives and friends in the homeland and
frequently sent money overseas, often to pay for passage to America.
In 1910, for example, the Dannebrog post office sent more
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international money orders than did the post office in Lincoln. And
Petersen himself retained his Danish ties by choosing a Danish
American wife and settling in Dannebrog.
Bearing in mind both the American and Danish poles tugging at
the immigrant, the memoirs also illustrate a balance achieved
between the two worlds. Symbolically, the community celebrated
both June 5 and July 4, Independence Days for both countries.
Another example of this balance is the role of the Danish pastor, J.
Chr. Pedersen. When he arrived at Dannebrog, he preached only in
Danish. When some ladies asked him to preach in English, he was
hesitant because his training had been in Danish. Yet he was willing
to try, and soon he was comfortable preaching in either language.
Petersen's own life also exemplifies this balance because Dannebrog
remained his point of reference, and even though he traveled to
many different places, he always touched base with his community.
Finally, the memoirs regale the reader with many experiences held
in common with all settlers of the Northern Plains. There are
frequent references to deaths, house fires, prairie fires, runaway
horses, blizzards, snakes, grasshoppers, harvesting, and breaking
horses. These were not unique to the Danish experience. In the
closing pages of the memoirs, the consolidation of the little rural
community of Dannebrog into the nation was complete. The Panic of
1893, the monetary problems of the decade, and the resultant
unemployment caused hardship in Dannebrog as well. The same
dislocations felt on Wall Street in the 1890s were also evident on
Dannebrog's Mill Street.
A companion book for Petersen's memoirs is Torben Grnngaard
Jeppesen's Dannebrog on the American Prairie: A Danish Colony Project
in the 1870s Land Purchase and the Beginnings of a Town (Odense:
Odense City Museums, 2000).
George R. Nielsen
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Fred Baltz. Pauline and Panno: Immigrant Lives Intertwined. Blair,
Nebraska: Lur Publications, 2004.
Illustrations, editor's
introduction, introduction, index. Pp. xii, 78. $9.95, softbound.
Elements of Pauline and Panno: Immigrant Lives Intertwined may
make one think "unbelievable," or "only in America!" However,
this work presents many aspects of the typical immigrant experience
such as hardship, determination, and perseverance. While the
protagonists certainly share in that traditional immigrant dream of
rags to riches, we also experience periods of downward social
mobility. Pauline Schou Touzios came from a prominent Danish
family. Her husband who she meet in Chicago, Peter Touzios,
known as Panno, came from an impoverished Greek family.
Dr. Frederick Baltz, the author, acknowledges that he has
"colorized" the stories of Pauline Schou Touzios. This book strikes
the reader as too short. While Baltz provides some historical setting
for context and transition between the brief chapters, historians may
be disappointed by a lack of dates. Nonetheless, when many people
recall events in their life, they do so without remembering the
specific year. Baltz, an ordained minister, adds observations
throughout about faith as well.
An overview of their adventures sounds like a miniseries script:
narrow political defeats, theft, the Schou family escapes traveling to
America on the ill-fated Titanic, two brothers catch a fever that
requires the family to be quarantined while Pauline is hospitalized
and her mother is pregnant.
Pauline is the seventh child of Jens and Severine Schou of
Bjernhejgaard, near Aarhus. Jens dreamed of becoming Denmark's
prime minister, but loses an election, supposedly by 100 votes. His
political career thwarted, he established a brick factory on the family
estate. His partner embezzled the company's money, causing the
end ofthe business and the estate. Having a brother in Omaha, Jens
went to see him and find a farm for his family in the United States.
Once he secured a farm, his wife and children came to join him.
Pauline was four at the time. When she turned six she was nearly
killed in accident coming home from her first day of school.
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Jens desire to have a dairy farm led the family to move from
Nebraska to Morgan, Minnesota, where Gilfillen farms owned 35,000
acres. A small creamery reopened in the town and Jens suggested
that its name be "Land O Lakes." When Pauline became sixteen she
left Morgan to train as a hairdresser and when she returned she
opened her own business. Finding that the conservative tastes of the
farm women limited the number of her customers, she moved to
Chicago, where a brother and a sister of hers already lived.
When Pauline started school, World War I began, and Panno left
his family and Greece for the United States. His father had gone to
the United States to earn money and then returned home. The
sixteen year old Panno decided that he wanted to leave his home
village for the opportunities of America. He worked six months to
earn enough for the fare, and then traveled the 170 miles from his
home to Athens, where he boarded a ship for America. However,
when the ship docked in Le Havre, France, Panno went ashore and
was conned out of his ticket.
Pauline and Panno married during the Great Depression and
family connections enabled him to find work in Chicago. Pauline
and Panno then operate a small neighborhood grocery store. They
provide multiple acts of kindness to their patrons and neighbors,
allowing many to buy food on credit, and in one case providing new
shoes for two young boys. A professor from the nearby University
of Chicago was among their customers. He noted that they had a
reputation for kindness and inquired if they would deliver groceries
to his residence and let him buy on credit. The professor was Enrico
Fermi, one of the key scientists on the atomic bomb project.
This collection of memories contains many gems, leaving the
reader wanting to know more details about the events described as
well as what happened during the gaps between them.
A
reoccurring theme is that both Pauline and Panno received help
from others at significant points in their lives and they in turn
helped many others throughout their lives.
John M. Pederson
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Harold E. Olsen: Elna: A Danish Blossom in Urban Blight. Blair,
Nebraska: Lur Publications, 2004. Pp. xii, 170. Editor's introduction,
illustrations, index. $18.50 softbound. ISBN 0-930697-15-4
Harold Olsen originally published these stories about his mother's
life as an immigrant as a series of vignettes in Church and Life. They
have now been collected into eight chapters describing Elna Olsen's
difficult transition from a temporary visitor to New Jersey in 1922
until 1943 when her son Harold enrolled at Grand View College in
Iowa.
Elna Jespersen was born in 1900 and grew up on a subsistence
family farm in northern Jutland, the eldest of nine children. Starting
work on a nearby estate at the age of eight, she eventually enrolled
in Roskilde folk school and then became housekeeper in
Copenhagen to a Member of Parliament. When an aunt and uncle
invited her younger sister, Christine, to live with them in the USA,
their parents decided that Elna should chaperone the sixteen yearold on the trip across the Atlantic. The plan was that twenty-two
year-old Elna would then find a temporary job near Christine in
New Jersey and stay only until she could earn enough money for the
return fare to Denmark.
Quickly finding work with an American family in South River,
near the Danish church and community of Perth Amboy, she learned
the rudiments of English. However, the original goal of returning
home faded and two years after her arrival, she met and married
Carl Olsen. At first the young couple lived in Sayreville, New Jersey,
where Carl had a job shoveling coal at a brickyard, a melting pot of
immigrants from all over Europe. Sayreville was an unattractive and
smoggy industrial town and, although not far from Perth Amboy, it
was difficult to retain ties to the Danish community. Harold was
born in January of 1926 and by fall of that year they decided to move
to Hartford Connecticut. Carl found a job with the Hartford Steam
Boiler Company and with the arrival of their daughter a year later,
they moved to a larger apartment close to work and only a mile from
Vor Frelsers Kirke, the Danish Church in Hartford.
The family appeared well on their way to achieving the American
dream when, rather abruptly, Carl Olsen announced that he was
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leaving his wife and children. Harold gives few details of the
problems with the marriage and does not mention his father again.
Elna was left with the triple burden of raising two small children by
herself, adapting to a foreign language and culture, and running a
rooming house to make ends meet. That this was a formidable task
is evident and Harold tells us that his mother met it with fortitude
and a sense of humor, strengthened by the support of the Danish
community in Hartford.
While not an unusual immigrant story in an urban setting,
Harold's devotion and admiration is evident throughout the
chapters. Some of the descriptions of the city of Hartford in the
twenties are interesting; however, much of the language is stilted
and awkward. In an attempt to be objective about his mother,
Harold is hardly present in the story, even referring to himself by
name rather than by pronoun and we learn very little about either of
the children. The effect is impersonal and the reader longs for dialog
to relieve the too much "telling" and insufficient "showing." In the
introduction, the editor says that redundancy, necessarily present in
the original series of publications in Church and Life, has been
removed, yet much repetition remains. Extensive editing of the
original articles and a change to an active rather than passive voice
would have made for more lively reading.
Despite these shortcomings, Elna: A Danish Blossom in Urban Blight
provides insight into life in Hartford during the twenties and
thirties. The story underscores the importance to immigrants of
support by their ethnic community and belies the theory that urban
Danes melted into the pot of eastern cities without relying on their
cultural roots.
Anne Ipsen

Crossings:
Norwegian-American Lutheranism as a Transatlantic
Tradition . Edited by Todd W. Nichol. Northfield, Minnesota:
Norwegian American Historical Association, 2003. Pp. xiv, 180.
$24.95.
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This useful and well-illustrated anthology originated from an
historical conference commemorating the 175th anniversary of the
onset of Norwegian immigration.
Four Americans and four
Norwegians applied disciplinary insights from American history,
literature, church history, folklore and art history to their two-fold
task: comparing the Lutheran tradition in Norway and the United
States, and exploring exchanges between the Church of Norway and
its American offspring.
The comparative perspective makes this collection valuable to
scholars and others interested in Norwegian-American history and
culture. Editor Todd W. Nichol helpfully summarizes the fruitful
interaction of method and material. First, a synoptic perspective is
necessary to understand Norwegian Lutheranism and its American
descendent. Second, a lively, century-long transatlantic dialogue
occurred.
Third, previously unexplored popular materials
document this exchange. Fourth, the interdisciplinary study of
church history is worthwhile. Fifth, incorporating new materials
alters accepted historical accounts. If other scholars follow the trails
blazed here, then traditional institutional and theological histories of
Norwegian-American Lutheranism will become a more inclusive
story about laity and clergy, practice and theology, women and men.
Jon Gjerde, a leading practitioner of the new United States ethnic
and social history, clarifies Lutheran behavior by setting it within the
context of American political freedom. Freedom fostered dual and
complementary loyalties to the United States and to the ethnic
community. Yet it produced theological divisions that enhanced
fears among church leaders that license or excesses of materialism
and individualism would result. From his close literary analysis of
immigrant letters, Orm 0verland concurs with Gjerde, suggesting
that theological splits resulted from Americanization rather than
Norwegian heritage.
Letters may reveal how popular belief
contributed to founding different synods.
The late Marion John Nelson, to whom this collection is dedicated,
argues that the Norwegian folk art tradition was not transplanted to
the United States. A few exceptional individuals inspired by
religious faith produced the only significant works. Not until the
1940s did Americans of Norwegian background rediscover their lost
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national tradition. Then, the woodcarving and rosemaling revival
revealed little religious motivation. Kathleen Stokker employs
folklore in examining the healing practices of prairie ministers. She
suggests their medical activity may have contributed motifs to folk
tales of "the Black Book minister." In America, many immigrants
apparently expected and received health care from parsonage wives
and pioneer clergymen even though they were unaided by "the
magical Black Book."
Bj0m Sandvik Vidar L. Haanes, 0yvind T. Gulliksen and Lloyd
Hustvedt, armed with new sources and questions, reexamine church
history. Bishop Erik Pontoppidan's Truth unto Godliness, an
explanation of Luther's Small Catechism, became the foundation of
literacy, Christian instruction and public education in Norway.
According to Sandvik, it was the basic text for instructing youth in
the old and new countries. It gave emigrants a common language to
express their aspirations. It enabled the unified functioning of
church and school, which ended earlier in Norway than America.
Hannes shows how pastoral education in the United States
influenced changes in Norway. An independent seminary for the
congregations was founded in 1907, even though the state church
survived calls for separation. By 1930, it became the largest
seminary in Norway. It contributed to keeping the lay movement
within the state church. The transatlantic exchanges that produced
this reform gradually disappeared during the twentieth century.
Gulliksen studies the unpublished sermons of a rural Wisconsin
Norwegian Synod pastor, S0ren S0rensen Urberg. Treating them as
an American literary genre, he maintains that sermons delivered in
Norwegian ensured theological orthodoxy, proclamation of the
gospel and proper administration of the sacraments in immigrant
communities.
They also reflect the double consciousness of
Norwegian traditions modified by American society. Hustvedt's
"Vignettes from a Norwegian-American Congregation" somewhat
weakly concludes this worthy collection. More attention to historical
and social context would have enhanced his personal memoir,
chronicling the Urland Congregation in rural Goodhue County
(Minnesota).
Carroll Engelhardt
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